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Consider the quasilinear Cauchy problem
ut=2u&a(x) u p |{u| q, x # Rd, t>0
u(x, 0)=,(x)0, x # Rd,
where a>0, p and q satisfy
p0 and q1 or p>1 and q=0,
and
0, # L1(Rd) & C 3, :b (R
d).
This paper proves that the above equation possesses a unique positive classical
solution and then investigates whether or not ##limt   Rd u(x, t) dx=0. In par-
ticular, it is shown that if a is on the order |x|m for large |x| , then #=0 if
dp+(d+1) qd+2+m. Under the assumption that for compactly supported ,,
&{u=, ( } , t)&
=c,
(t+1);
, for some ;0, and for = # (0, 1], (V)
where u=, denotes the solution to the above equation with initial condition =,, it is
shown that #>0 if dp+2;q>d+2+max(m, &d ). For a certain range of the
parameters d, p, q, m, it is proved that (V) holds with ;=(d+1)2, and for many
other parameter values it is proved that (V) holds with ;=d2. Note that if
;=(d+1)2, then the above condition for #>0 becomes dp+(d+1) q>
d+2+max(m, &d ), which in light of the parameter restrictions is equivalent to
dp+(d+1) q>d+2+m.  2000 Academic Press
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In this paper we consider positive solutions to the equation
ut=2u&a(x) u p |{u|q, x # Rd, t>0
(1.1)
u(x, 0)=,(x)0, x # Rd,
where a>0 and p and q satisfy
p0 and q1 or p>1 and q=0. (1.2)
We assume that
0, # L1 (Rd) & C 3, :b (R
d). (1.3)
In the case a#1 and p=0, (1.1) was studied in [1] and [2]. In [1], it
was shown that (1.1) possesses a unique, global, positive solution u(x, t)
0 and that this solution satisfies &u( } , t)&&,& and &{u( } , t)&
&{,& . In [2] it was shown that ##limt   Rd u(x, t) dx exists and
satisfies #=0 if q(d+2)(d+1) and #>0 if q>(d+2)(d+1). In the
case a#1, q=0, and p # (1, 2], (1.1) has important consequences in the
study of super Brownian motion, and it is known that #=0 if p(d+2)d
and #>0 if p>(d+2)d [4, 6].
The main purpose of this paper is to prove similar decay results for (1.1).
However, first we establish existence and uniqueness, a maximum principle,
and a comparison principle for (1.1). We will use the notation
p(t, x, y)=(4?t)&d2 exp \&| y&x|
2
4t + .
It will be useful to make the following definition.
Condition A. (i) 0<a # C2(Rd).
(ii) There exists a positive integer N such that |a(k)(x)|(1+|x| 2)N,
for k=0, 1, 2;
(iii) supx # Rd ( |{a(x)|a(x))<;
(iv) For all t>0, supx # R d a(x)(Rd p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy) p<.
We will prove the following existence and uniqueness result.
Theorem 1. Let p, q be as in (1.2), let , be as in (1.3), and let a satisfy
Condition A. Then there exists a unique, global, positive solution u to (1.1).
The solution u # C 2, 1 (Rd_[0, )) and satisfies
&u( } , t)&&,& (1.4)
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and
&{u( } , t)&max \&{,& , "{apa" min \
&,&1
(4?t)d2
, &,&++ . (1.5)
Furthermore, if ui (x, t) is the solution corresponding to the initial data
,i , i=1, 2, and ,1,2 , then u1u2 .
We now turn to the decay of u(x, t). The solution u to (1.1) satisfies
u(x, t)=|
Rd
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy
&|
t
0
|
Rd
p(t&s, x, y) a( y) u p( y, s) |{u|q ( y, s) dy ds. (1.6)
Integrating (1.6) gives
|
R d
u(x, t) dx=|
Rd
,(x) dx&|
t
0
|
Rd
a(x) u p(x, s) |{u|q (x, s) dx ds. (1.7)
From this it follows that ##limt   Rd u(x, t) dx exists.
For Theorem 2 below, we will need a very mild additional assumption
on the initial condition ,:
|
|x|>*
,(x) dx(log *)&&, for large * and some &>0. (1.8)
Remark. In order for a positive function , # L1(Rd) to not satisfy (1.8)
it must vary rather wildly. Indeed, note that (1.8) holds if ,(x)
C(1(1+|x| )d (log(2+|x| ))1+&) for some &>0, while if ,(x)C(1(1+
|x| )d log(2+|x| )), then ,  L1.
Theorem 2. Let u(x, t) be the positive solution to (1.1) with initial condi-
tion , satisfying (1.3), and if q>0 assume that , satisfies (1.8). Let a satisfy
a(x)c(1+|x| )m, for some c>0 and m # R.
If dp+(d+1) qd+2+m, then
#= lim
t   |Rd u(x, t) dx=0.
The next theorem gives a condition insuring #>0. The condition
depends not only on the parameters p, q, m, d, but also on a hypothesized
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decay rate for &{u( } , t)& . The verification of the hypothesis will be treated
in Proposition 1 below.
Hypothesis 1. There exists a ;0 such that for every compactly sup-
ported initial condition , satisfying (1.3) there exists a constant c, such that
&{u=,( } , t)&
=c,
(t+1);
, for = # (0, 1], (1.9)
where u=, denotes the solution to (1.1) with initial condition =,.
Theorem 3. Let u(x, t) be the positive solution to (1.1) with initial condi-
tion , satisfying (1.3) and assume that p>0. Let a(x) satisfy
a(x)c(1+|x| )m, for some c>0 and m # R.
Assume that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied with exponent ;0. If dp+2;q>
d+2+max(m, &d ), then
#= lim
t   |Rd u(x, t) dx>0.
Before turning to a discussion and statement of results concerning the
values of ; we are able to obtain in (1.9), we conjecture the actual
necessary and sufficient condition for #=0.
Conjecture. #=0 if and only if dp+(d+1) qd+2+max(m, &d).
Note that excluding the case that d=1 and q=0, if (1.9) holds with ;=
(d+1)2 whenever dp+(d+1) q>d+2+max(m, &d ), then Theorems 2
and 3 prove the conjecture since the condition for #>0 in Theorem 3 now
becomes dp+(d+1) q>d+2+max(m, &d ), and in light of (1.2) and the
above noted exclusion the condition for #=0 in Theorem 2 is equivalent
to dp+(d+1) qd+2+max(m, &d ). We believe that (1.9) holds with
;=(d+1)2 whenever dp+(d+1) q>d+2+max(m, &d ), and perhaps
even without this restriction; however we have not been able to prove this.
We can prove (1.9) with ;=(d+1)2 in certain cases, and in many other
cases we can prove (1.9) with ;= d2 . These results are stated in Proposition 1
below. We haven’t even bothered to record the remaining cases where the best
; we can obtain is less than d2 (note that by (1.5), ;=0 always works in (1.9)).
Proposition 1. Let u(x, t) be the positive solution to (1.1). Let a satisfy
a(x)c(1+|x| )m, for some c>0 and m # R,
and assume that the initial data has compact support if m>0.
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(i) Assume that max(m, 0)<dp&1 or that a#const and dp+
(d+1) q>d+2. Then (1.9) holds with ;=(d+1)2.
(ii) Assume that 1q2 and dp+dq>d+2+max(m, 0), or that
q>2 and d( p+1)>m. Then (1.9) holds with ;=d2.
Remark 1. Note that if a=const, then by (1.5) we have &{u( } , t)&
&{,& . If such a bound were shown to hold in general, or actually if we
could just show that the exponent d2 appearing in (1.5) could be replaced
by (d+1)2, then a check of its proof shows that Proposition 1(ii) would
hold with ;=(d+1)2, thereby proving the conjecture for a much wider
class of parameter values.
Remark 2. If a=const, in which case m=0, it follows from Proposi-
tion 1(i) and Theorem 3 that if dp+(d+1) q>d+2, then #>0. In fact
this result then continues to hold for bounded a by appealing to a com-
parison principle whose proof is similar to that of the comparison principle
appearing in Theorem 1.
Remark 3. Note that a(x)#(1+|x|2)m2, with m # R, satisfies Condi-
tions A(iiii). If m0, then a also satisfies Condition A(iv) without any
restriction on ,. If m>0, then it is easy to show that a satisfies Condition
A(iv) if ,(x)C(1+|x| )&mp.
Remark 4. The proof we give for Theorem 3 is somewhat simpler than
the corresponding proof in [2] when p=0 and a#const; however, it
breaks down when p=0. It may be possible to adapt the proof in [2] and
to prove Theorem 3 even if p=0.
Remark 5. In the case that q=0 and p>1, Theorems 2 and 3 show
that for d2, #=0 if and only if dpd+2+max(m, &d ). For d=1,
Theorems 2 and 3 only give #=0 if p3+m and #>0 if p>3+
max(m, &1). This gap is filled in by a result in [8]. Thus, in fact, the
above necessary and sufficient condition for #=0 holds for all d1. We
point out that dpd+2+max(m, &d ) was also the necessary and suf-
ficient condition obtained in [7] in order for the solution to ut=2u+
a(x) u p with u(x, 0)=,(x)z> 0 to blow up in finite time for every choice of
,z> 0. It would be interesting to determine if some underlying connection
exists between these two phenomona.
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 2, Theorem 2 is proved in Section 3, and
Theorem 3 and Proposition 1 are proved in Section 4. Throughout the
proofs, C will denote a positive constant whose value may change from
term to term.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We use the notation 0t=[(x, s) : x # Rd, s # [0, t]]. Recall that the
assumption on p and q in (1.2) is that either p0 and q1 or p>1 and
q=0. We will prove the theorem for the case p0 and q>1. The case
p>1 and q=0 is well known. At the end of the proof, we will discuss how
to extend the proof to the case p0 and q=1.
Let =, $>0. Our first step will be to prove the existence of a unique,
positive, global solution to the equation
Ut=2U&a(x)(1+$ |x|2)&N ( |U|+=) p |{U|q,
(2.1)
U(x, 0)=,(x),
where N is as in Condition A(ii), and to show that this solution satisfies a
variant of (1.5), specified below in Lemma 1. (Actually, the introduction of
= is only necessary when p<1.) We begin by proving local existence
and uniqueness for (2.1). For the time being, we suppress the dependence
on = and $. It will be convenient to define ;(x)=a(x)(1+$ |x|2)&N. Note
that by Condition A(ii), ; is bounded. Define U0(x, t)=,(x), U1(x, t)=
R d p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy, and for n1, define
Un+1(x, t)=U1(x, t)
&|
t
0
|
R d
p(t&s, x, y) ;( y)( |Un( y, s)|+=) p |{Un |q ( y, s) dy ds.
(2.2)
Then
{Un+1(x, t)
=|
R d
p(t, x, y) {,( y) dy
&|
t
0
|
R d
{xp(t&s, x, y) ;( y)( |Un( y, s)|+=) p |{Un( y, s)|q dy ds.
(2.3)
Let Kn(t)=supx # R d |Un(x, t)| and Ln(t)=supx # Rd |{Un(x, t)|, n=0, 1, ... .
Then from (2.2), we have
Kn+1 (t)K0 (t)+C |
t
0
(Kn(s)+=) p Lqn(s) ds. (2.4)
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Using the fact that R d |{xp(t, x, y)| dy=Ct12, it follows from (2.3) that
Ln+1(t)L0(t)+C |
t
0
1
(t&s)12
(Kn(s)+=) p Lqn(s) ds. (2.5)
From (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain
(Kn+1(t)+Ln+1(t)+=)
(K0(t)+L0(t)+=)+C |
t
0 \1+
1
(t&s)12+ ((Kn(s)+=)p+q+L p+qn (s)) ds
(K0(t)+L0(t)+=)+C |
t
0 \1+
1
(t&s)12+ (Kn(s)+Ln(s)+=) p+q ds.
(2.6)
Noting that K0(t)+L0(t)+==&,&+&{,&+= and making the induc-
tive hypothesis Kn(t)+Ln(t)+=2(&,&+&{,&+=), it follows induc-
tively from (2.6) that
&Un( } , t)&+&{Un( } , t)&2(&,&+&{,&), for 0tT , n=1, 2...,
(2.7)
where T is the positive solution to T +2(T )12=C(&,&+&{,&+=) p+q&1.
Let
Mn(t)=sup
Rd
|Un(x, t)&Un&1(x, t)| and Nn(t)=sup
Rd
|{Un(x, t)&{Un&1(x, t)|.
Applying the mean-value theorem to an expression of the form
x pn y
q
n&x
p
n&1 y
q
n&1=x
p
n( y
q
n& y
q
n&1)+ y
q
n&1(x
p
n &x
p
n&1),
we obtain the inequality
|( |Un |+=) p |{Un |q&(|Un&1 |+=) p |{Un&1 | q|
C( |Un |+=) p ( |{Un |q&1+|{Un&1 | q&1)(&{Un |&|{Un&1&)
+C |{Un&1 |q (( |Un |+=) p&1+(|Un&1 |+=) p&1) |Un&Un&1 |.
Using this along with (2.7), (2.2), and (2.3), and noting that &{Un |&
|{Un&1&Nn(t), we obtain, similar to (2.6),
Mn+1(t)+Nn+1(t)C0 |
t
0 \1+
1
(t&s)12+ (Mn(s)+Nn(s)) ds,
for 0tT , for some C0>0. (2.8)
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We have
M1(t)+N1(t)= sup
x # R d } |Rd p(t, x, y)(,( y)&,(x)) dy}
+ sup
x # Rd } |Rd p(t, x, y)({,( y)&{,(x)) dy}.
If f # C 2, :b (R
d), then the Jacobian D2f is equicontinuous, and writing f
in a power series of the form f ( y)= f (x)+{f (x) } ( y&x)+(12)( y&x)
D2f (x)( y&x)+(12)( y&x)(D2f (x*( y))&D2f (x))( y&x), it follows easily
that 1t Rd p(t, x, y)( f ( y)& f (x)) dy converges to 2f as t  0, uniformly in
Rd. Applying this with f =, and f ={, and recalling (1.3), it follows that
there exists a constant C1>0 such that
M1 (t)+N1 (t)C1 t, for 0tT . (2.9)
Now make the inductive hypothesis
Mn (t)+Nn(t)C1 (3C0)n&1 t(n+1)2, for 0tT 7 4. (2.10)
Note from (2.9) that (2.10) holds for n=1. Using (2.8) and (2.10), we have
Mn+1(t)+Nn+1(t)C0 |
t
0 \1+
1
(t&s)12+ C1 (3C0)n&1 s(n+1)2 ds
3n&1 C1 C n0 \ 2n+3+ t(n+3)2+2 } 3n&1 C1C n0 t (n+2)2
3n&1C1 C n0 t
(n+2)2 \2 t
12
n+3
+2+
C1 (3C0)nt(n+2)2, for 0tT 7 4.
This verifies the inductive hypothesis (2.10). From (2.10), it follows that
1 (Mn(t)+Nn(t)) converges for t # [0, T*], where T*=(1(10 C
2
0))7T 74.
Thus, both Un and {Un converge uniformly in 0T* . Set U(x, t)=
limn  Un(x, t).
From (2.2) and (2.3), we have
U(x, t)=|
R d
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy
&|
t
0
|
R d
p(t&s, x, y) ;( y)( |U( y, s)|+=) p |{U|q ( y, s) dy ds,
(2.11)
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and
{U(x, t)=|
R d
p(t, x, y) {,( y) dy
&|
t
0
|
R d
{xp(t&s, x, y) ;( y)( |U( y, s)|+=) p |{U( y, s)|q dy ds.
(2.12)
From (2.7), it follows that U and |{U| are bounded on 0T* ; thus
;( y)(U( y, s)+=) p |{U|q ( y, s) is bounded on 0T* . Using this in (2.12)
gives
|{U(x+z, t)&{U(x, t)|
|
R d
p(t, x, y) |{,( y+z)&{,( y)| dy
+C |
t
0
|
R d
|{x p(s, x+z, y)&{x p(s, x, y)| dy ds. (2.13)
Using (2.13) along with (1.3) and the fact that there exists a K such that
|
R d
|{x p(t, x+z, y)&{x p(t, x, y)| dyKt&(1+:)2 |z|:, for : # (0, 1)
(see [3]), it follows that {U is Ho lder continuous in x, uniformly on
Rd_[0, T*].
We have now shown that the term ;( y)( |U( y, s)|+=) p |{U( y, s)| q,
appearing in (2.11) is Ho lder continuous in y on 0T* , uniformly over
t # [0, T*]. It then follows by a standard parabolic result ([5], chapter 1,
Theorem 4 or 9) that U # C2, 1(0T*), and that U solves (2.1).
By (2.7), for any *>0, U(x, t)&* |x|2&*13t attains its minimum in
0T* , and by applying a maximum principle argument to this expression
(see [1], proof of Theorem A, p. 625, and recall that we have assumed that
q1), it then follows that U0 in 0T* . Since U(x, t)=R d p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy
& t0 R d p(t&s, x, y) a( y)( |U( y, s)|+=)
p |{U|q ( y, s) dy ds, it follows that
0U(x, t)&,& , in 0T* . (2.14)
In light of (2.14), we may remove the absolute value sign around U in
(2.12). Therefore the term ;( y)(U( y, s)+=) p |{U( y, s)| q appearing in
(2.12) is in fact in C1, :(0T*), for an appropriate :>0. (It is here that we
use the assumption that q>1.) It then follows by applying the method in
[5], chapter 1, Theorem 4 or 9, that U # C3, 1(0T*).
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We will now prove the following key estimate.
Lemma 1. Let 0U # C3, 1(0T), T>0, be a positive solution to (2.1)
satisfying sup0tT (&U( } , t)&+&{U( } , t)&)<. Then for 0tT,
&{U( } , t)&max \&{,& , sup0t (U+=) \
|{a|
pa
+
2$N
p ++ . (2.15)
An estimate of the type (2.15) will be used eventually to prove (1.5).
Presently, (2.15) will allow us to extend the positive solution U=, $ on 0T*
to a global positive solution. Indeed, recall the definitions of T and T*.
Then using (2.14) and (2.15), denoting the right hand side of (2.15)
by +, defining :^ to be the positive solution to :^+2(:^)12=C(&,&+
++=) p+q&1, and letting :*=(1(10C 20)) 7 :^7 4, the solution can now
be extended up to time T*+:*, and then by induction to T*+n:*,
n=2, 3, ... .
Proof of Lemma 1. Let vk=Uxk and v={U. Since U is three times
differentiable, we can differentiate (2.1), obtaining
vt=2v&{;(U+=) p |v|q&;p(U+=)p&1 |v|q v&q;(U+=) p |v|q&2v } {v
v(x, 0)={,(x). (2.16)
Consider the function |v|2&*t&*2h(x), for *>0, where h is a smooth
function satisfying h(x)=|x| for |x|1. This function attains a global max-
imum in 0T . Assume that a global maximum occurs at some point (x0 , t0)
with t0 # (0, T]. Then at the point (x0 , t0), the relations
0(|v|2)t&*=2v } vt&*;
02( |v|2)&*22h=2v } 2v+2 :
n
i, j=1
v2x i , xj&*
22h;
0={( |v|2)&*2{h=2v } {v&*2{h (2.17)
hold.
Taking the inner product of each side of (2.16) with v, and using (2.17)
and the fact that 2h is bounded, one finds that if * is sufficiently small then
&{; } v(U+=) p |v| q&;p(U+=) p&1 |v| q+2
&
*2
2
q;(U+=) p |v|q&2 v{h>0 at (x0 , t0).
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Thus
|v|3(U+=) \ |{;|p; |v|2+
*2q
2p
|{h|+ at (x0 , t0). (2.18)
It follows from (2.18) that either |v(x0 , t0)|(*)12 or else, substituting
|v|2 (x0 , t0) for one of the factors of * in (2.18), that |v|(U+=)( |{;|p; +
*q
2p|{h| ) at (x0 , t0). Taking these two possibilities, together with the possibil-
ity that the maximum of ( |v|2&*t&*2h(x)) occurs on the set [t=0], we
conclude that
sup
0T
( |v| 2&*t&*2h)
sup
0T \max \ |{,|
2&*2h, (U+=)2 \ |{;|p; +
*q
2p
|{h|+
2
&*t&*2h, *&*t&*2h+ .
Letting *  0 and noting that |{h| is bounded and that |{;|; 
|{a|
a +2$N, we
obtain (2.15). K
From now on, we will denote the global, positive solution to (2.1) by
U=, $ . Let U (i)=, $ , i=1, 2, be positive solutions to (2.1) corresponding to
initial data ,i , i=1, 2, with ,2,1 . Letting W=U (2)=, $&U
(1)
=, $ , we have
Wt=2W&a(x) f (x, t) W&a(x) g(x, t)( |{U (2)=, $ |&|{U
(1)
=, $ | )
W(x, 0)=,2(x)&,1(x), (2.19)
for appropriate positive functions f and g. Since U (i)=, $(x, t)Rd p(t, x, y)
,i ( y) dy, and ,i # L1(Rd), if follows from the dominated convergence
theorem that lim |x|   U (i)=, $(x, t)=0. Thus, for each T>0, either inf W0
in Rd_[0, T] or else W attains a negative minimum in Rd_[0, T]. Noting
that |{U (1)=, $ |= |{U
(2)
=, $ | at a minimum point since {W=0 there, a standard
maximum principle argument shows that this latter alternative is
impossible. Thus, we conclude that U (2)=, $U
(1)
=, $ . In particular then, the
positive solution to (2.1) is unique. A similar argument shows that U=, $ is
increasing in = and decreasing in $.
We have
U=, $(x, t)=|
R d
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy
&|
t
0
|
R d
p(t&s, x, y) a( y)(1+$ | y|2)&N
_(U=, $( y, s)+=) p |{U=, $ |q ( y, s) dy ds. (2.20)
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From (2.15), Condition A, and the fact that U=, $(x, t)Rd p(t, x, y)
,( y) dy, it follows that for each $>0, the integrand a( y)(1+$ | y|2)&N
(U=, $( y, s)+=) p |{U=, $ |q ( y, s) is uniformly bounded over = # (0, 1]. Thus
we can apply (2.13) and the argument that follows it to U=, $ , and conclude
that for each $>0, {U=, $ is Ho lder continuous in x, uniformly on 0T , for
any T>0, and uniformly over = # (0, 1]. Thus, for each $>0 the integrand,
a( y)(1+$ | y|2)&N (U=, $( y, s)+=) p |{U=, $ |q ( y, s), in (2.20) is bounded
and is uniformly Ho lder continuous in the space variable on 0T , for any
T>0, uniformly over = # (0, 1]. It then follows by [5], Chap. 1, Theorem
4 that for each $>0 and each t, [U=,$]= # (0, 1] is equicontinuous on 0t , and
[{U=, $(x, t)]= # (0, 1] and [{2U=,$(x, t)]= # (0, 1] are equicontinuous as func-
tions of x # Rd. From this and the fact that U=, $ is monotone in =, it follows
that u$ #lim=  0 U=, $ exists, that {u$=lim=  0{u=, $ , and that (2.20) holds
with U=, $ replaced by u$ and with ==0.
Since u$(x, t)Rd p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy, it follows from Condition A(iv)
that a( y)(1+$ | y| 2)&N u p$( y, s) is bounded on 0T , uniformly over
$ # (0, 1], for any T>0. Now the same argument applied above to U=, $ to
obtain u$ can be applied to u$ , allowing one to conclude that
u#lim$  0 u$ exists and that
u(x, t)=|
Rd
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy
&|
t
0
|
Rd
p(t&s, x, y) a( y) u p( y, s) |{u|q( y, s) dy ds. (2.21)
By [5], Chap. 1, Theorem 4 or 9 again, it follows that u # C2, 1(Rd_
[0, )) and that u solves (1.1). This completes the proof of the existence
of a positive solution to (1.1).
To prove uniqueness and the comparison principle, let ui be a positive
solution to (1.1) corresponding to the initial data ,i , i=1, 2, with ,1,2 .
Let w=,2&,1 . Then w solves (2.19) with
f (x, t)= p |{u|q (x, t)[r(x, t) u1(x, t)+(1&r(x, t)) u2(x, t)] p&1
and
g(x, t)=qu p1(x, t)[s(x, t) |{u1 | (x, t)+(1&s(x, t)) |{u2 | (x, t)]
q&1,
where r, s satisfy 0<r, s<1. The argument following (2.19) now shows
that w0.
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Since u solves (1.6), it follows that (1.4) holds. Letting =  0 and then
$  0 in (2.15) gives
sup
0 T
&{u&max \&{,& , sup0T u
|{a|
pa + . (2.22)
Now (1.5) follows from (2.22) and the fact that
u(x, t)|
R d
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dymin \ &,&1(4?t)d2 , &,&+ .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 in the case that q>1.
It remains to discuss the case q=1. The only point in the above proof
that doesn’t go through when q=1 is the proof that U=, $ has three space
derivatives. This fact was needed in order to prove Lemma 1. If we only
know that two space derivatives exist, then (2.16) still holds for v in the
sense of distributions, and v has one space derivative. The required maxi-
mum principle can still be proved in a manner similar to the proof in the
appendix to [1]. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof builds on a clever idea used in [2] for proving the result when
p=0 and a#1.
Let r(t)=t12 logk(2+t) and s(t)=t12(log(2+t))&l, where k and l are
positive constants to be fixed later. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let u be the positive solution to (1.1).
(i)
|
|x|r(t)
u(x, t) dx|
|x|r(t)2
,(x) dx+O(exp(&logk(2+t))), as t  .
(ii)
lim
t   ||x|s(t) u(x, t) dx=0.
Proof. By (1.6), it suffices to prove the lemma with u(x, t) replaced by
w(x, t)#Rd p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy, The proof of (i) is like the proof of Lemma
2.1 in [2], but we provide the calculation for completeness. We have
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|
|x|r(t)
w(x, t) dx
=|
|x|r(t)
|
R d
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy dx
|
| y| r(t)2
,( y) dy+|
|x| r(t)
|
| y|r(t)2
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy dx. (3.1)
Also, changing variables for the first and third inequalities below, we have
|
|x| r(t)
|
| y|r(t)2
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy dx
|
|x| r(t)
|
|v| r(t)2
(4?t)&d2 exp \&|v|
2
4t + ,(v+x) dv dx
&,&1 |
|v|r(t)2
(4?t)&d2 exp \&|v|
2
4t + dv
&,&1(4?)&d2 |
|x| (12) log k (2+t)
exp \&|x|
2
4 + dx
C |

(12) logk (2+t)
rd&1 exp \&r
2
4 + dr
C exp \&log
2k(2+t)
32 + |

(12) logk (2+t)
rd&1 exp\&r
2
8 + dr
C exp \&log
2k(2+t)
32 + . (3.2)
This proves part (i).
Part (ii) follows from the inequality
|
|x|s(t)
w(x, t) dx|
|x|s(t)
|
Rd
(4?t)&d2 ,( y) dy dxC(s(t))d t&d2 &,&1 . K
Define D(t)=[x # Rd : s(t)|x|r(t)] and D1(t)=[x # Rd : s(t)|x|
2r(t)]. In light of Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that
lim
t   |D(t) u(x, t) dx=0. (3.3)
From now on, we assume that q1. At the end of the proof we will show
how to treat the much simpler case, q=0, starting from (3.3). For any
r>0, we have
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u1+ pq(x, t)=u1+ pq \x+r x|x| , t+
&\1+pq+ |
r
0
(u pq {u) \x+* x|x| , t+ }
x
|x|
d*. (3.4)
Define the transformation T* , *>0, by T* x=x+* (x|x| ). Let JT* denote
the Jacobian of T* . We claim that |JT* |1. One can easily verify this
directly for the case d=2, but for higher dimensions, direct verification is
unwieldy. We argue as follows. It is easy to see from its definition that T*
takes the annulus [x # Rd : r1<|x|<r2] onto the annulus [x # Rd :
r1+*<|x|<r2+*]. In particular, note that the volume of the image of an
annulus under T* is greater than the volume of the original annulus. Now
assume that the inequality JT*1 does not hold. Then there exists an open
set B/Rd such that |A|>|T* A|, for all nonempty, open A/B. Thus,
there exists a %0 # S d&1, an =0>0, and r1 , r2 satisfying 0<r1<r2 such that
the set A%0 , =0 , r1 , r2 #[x # R
d : r1<|x|<r2 , |x|x|&%0 |S d&1<=0] satisfies
|A%0 , =0 , r1 , r2 |> |T*A%0 , =0 , r1 , r2 |. (The metric | } | Sd&1 denotes geodesic distance
on Sd&1.) But then it follows from the spherical symmetry of T* that
|A%, =0, r1, r2 |>|T*A%, =0 , r1 , r2 |, for all % # S
d&1. Since the sets [A%, =0 , r1 , r2]% # Sd&1
cover the annulus [x # Rd : r1<|x|<r2], we conclude that the image of
this annulus under T* has smaller volume than the original annulus, which
is a contradiction.
Note that for * # [0, r(t)], we have T* (D(t))/D1(t), and for *=r(t) we
have Tr(t) (D(t))/Rd&B(r(t)), where B(s) denotes the ball of radius s
centered at the origin. Thus, using the fact that JT*1, we have for any
f 0, D(t) f (x+*(x|x| )) dxD1(t) f (x) dx and D(t) f (x+r(t)(x|x| )) dx
R d&B(r(t)) f (x) dx. Therefore, choosing r=r(t) in (3.4) and integrating the
inequality over D(t), we obtain
|
D(t)
u1+ pq(x, t) dx
|
R d&B(r(t))
u1+ pq(x, t) dx+r(t) \1+pq+ |D1(t) u pq(x, t) |{u(x, t)| dx.
(3.5)
Using (3.5), the inequality (a+b) lC(al+bl), for a, b0 and l>0, and
the fact that
|
D(t)
u(x, t) dx|D(t)| p( p+q) \|D(t) u1+ pq(x, t) dx+
q( p+q)
,
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we obtain
|
D(t)
u(x, t) dx
C |D(t)| p( p+q) \|Rd&B(r(t)) u1+ pq(x, t) dx+
q( p+q)
+C |D(t)| p( p+q) \r(t) |D 1(t) u pq(x, t) |{u(x, t)| dx+
q( p+q)
. (3.6)
We will show that the two terms on the right hand-side of (3.6) converge to
0 as t  . We begin with the first term. Since u(x, t)Rd p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy
C t&d2 &,&1 , for all x # Rd, it follows from Lemma 2 that
|
R d&B(r(t))
u1+ pq(x, t) dxCt&dp2q |
R d&B(r(t))
u(x, t) dx
Ct&dp2q \||x| (r(t))2 ,(x) dx+O (exp (&logk (2+t)))+ , as t  .
(3.7)
We now fix k # (0, &qdp), where & is as in (1.8). Then from (3.7) and
assumption (1.8) on ,, we obtain
|D(t)| p( p+q) \|Rd&B(r(t)) u1+ pq(x, t) dx+
q( p+q)
C (t12 logk(2+t))dp( p+q) t&dp(2( p+q)) \| |x|>(r(t))2 ,(x) dx
+O (exp (&logk(2+t)))+
q(p+q)
C logkdp(p+q)(2+t)
_\(log t) &&q(p+q)+O \exp \& qp+q logk(2+t)+++ 0, as t  .
(3.8)
To treat the second term on the right-hand side of (3.6), we begin with
the inequality
|
D1(t)
upq(x, t) |{u(x, t)| dx|D1 (t)| (q&1)q \|D1(t) up(x, t) |{u(x, t)|q dx+
1q
.
(3.9)
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Recalling the assumption on a in the statement of the theorem, we have
|
D1(t)
up(x, t) |{u(x, t)|q dx

1
infx # D1(t) a(x) |D1(t) a(x) u
p(x, t) |{u(x, t)|q dx

C
(s(t))m |D1(t) a(x) u
p(x, t) |{u(x, t)|q dx. (3.10)
From (1.7), it follows that 0 Rd a(x) u
p(x, t) |{u(x, t)| q dx dt<. Thus,
there exists a sequence [tn]n=1 such that limn   tn= and
|
R d
a(x) u p(x, tn) |{u(x, tn)|q dx
C
tn log(2+tn)
, n=1, 2, ... . (3.11)
From (3.9)(3.11), we obtain for the second term on the right-hand side of
(3.6),
|D(tn)| p( p+q) (r(tn) |
D1(tn)
u pq(x, tn) |{u(x, tn)| dx)q( p+q)
C |D(tn)| p( p+q) (r(tn))q( p+q) \ |D1(tn)|
(q&1)q
(s(tn))mq
_\|D1(tn) a(x) u p(x, tn) |{u(x, tn)|q dx+
1q
+
q( p+q)
C (t12n log
k(2+tn)) (dp+q)( p+q)
(t12n log
k(2+tn)) d(q&1)( p+q)
(t12n (log(2+tn))
&l)m( p+q)
_\ 1(tn log(2+tn))+
1( p+q)
Ct(dp+(d+1) q&(d+2+m))(2( p+q))n
_(log(2+tn))(k(dp+q+dq&d )+lm&1)( p+q). (3.12)
Since by assumption dp+(d+1) qd+2+m, it follows from (3.12) that
if we pick k, l>0 sufficiently small then
lim
n  
|D(tn)| p( p+q) (r(tn) |
D1(tn)
u pq(x, tn) |{u(x, tn)| dx+
q( p+q)
=0. (3.13)
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From (3.6), (3.8), and (3.13) we conclude that limn  Rd u(x, tn) dx=0.
However, by (1.7), R d u(x, t) dx is decreasing in t; thus limt  
Rd u(x, t) dx=0. This completes the proof of the theorem in the case q1.
Consider now the case q=0. We need to prove (3.3). By assumption,
p>1. We have
|
D(t)
u(x, t) dx\|D(t) u p(x, t) dx+
1p |D(t)| ( p&1)p

1
infx # D(t) a1p(x) \|D(t) a(x) u p(x, t) dx+
1p
|D(t)| ( p&1)p.
Using this with (3.11) and arguing as above proves the theorem in this
case. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 AND PROPOSITION 1
Proof of Theorem 3. In the proof of the theorem, c will denote a
positive constant whose value may change from line to line. We will prove
the theorem under the assumption that , is compactly supported. The
general case then follows by comparison. Recall that by assumption, p>0.
Let u= denote the solution to (1.1) corresponding to initial data =,. By
(1.7),
lim
t   |Rd u=(x, t) dx== |Rd ,(x) dx&|

0
|
R d
a(x) u p= (x, t) |{u= |
q (x, t) dx dt.
(4.1)
It is enough to show that
lim
=  0
1
= |

0
|
R d
a(x) u p= (x, t) |{u= |
q (x, t) dx dt=0. (4.2)
Indeed, from (4.1) and (4.2), it follows that limt  Rd u=(x, t) dx>0, for
sufficiently small =, and then, by the comparison principle, also for ==1.
Thus, it remains to show (4.2).
From (1.5), it follows that 1= |{u= |
q (x, t) is uniformly bounded for
= # (0, 1]. Since u=(x, t)=Rd p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy, and since for all large |x|,
|x& y|2 |x|
2
2 , for y # supp(,), it follows easily that
u= (x, t)=c(1+t)&d2 exp\& |x|
2
8(t 6 1)+ . (4.3)
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Thus, since a(x)c(1+|x| )m, the dominated convergence theorem gives
lim
=  0
1
= |R d a(x) u
p
= (x, t) |{u= |
q (x, t) dx=0. (4.4)
An exercise in advanced calculus shows that
|
R d
(1+|x| )m (1+t)&d2 exp \& p|x|
2
8t + dxc (1+t) (12) max(m, &d ) g(t),
(4.5)
where g(t)=1 if m{&d and g(t)=log(2+t) if m=&d. Here is a sketch
of the proof of (4.5). Making a change of variables gives
|
R d
(1+|x| )m (1+t)&d2 exp \&p |x|
2
8t + dx
=|
Rd
(1+| y| t12)m \ t1+t+
d2
exp \&p | y|
2
8 + dy
|
Rd
(1+| y| t12)m exp \&p | y|
2
8 + dy.
From this, the estimate in (4.5) is clear if m0. Consider now the case
m<0. It’s easy to see that  | y| >1(1+| y| t12)m exp(&(p | y|2)8) dy decays
on the order tm2 as t  . To complete the proof of (4.5), it suffices to
show that  | y | 1 (1+| y| t12)m exp (&(p | y|2)8) dy is on the order
t12 max(m, &d)g(t), where g(t) is as described above. We have
|
| y| 1
(1+| y| t12)m exp \&p | y|
2
8 + dy
|
| y|1
(1+| y| t12)m dy
=C |
1
0
rd&1(1+rt12)m dr=Ct&d2 |
t12
0
ud&1(1+u)m du.
As t  , the term t120 u
d&1(1+u)m du remains bounded if m<&d, is on
the order t(d+m)2 if m>&d, and is on the order log t if m=&d.
Using (4.5) along with the estimate &{u=( } , t)& =c(t+1)&;, where c
is independent of = # (0, 1], which follows from (1.9), we have for all
= # (0, 1],
1
= |R d a(x) u
p
= (x, t) |{u= |
q (x, t) dxc(t+1)d2&dp2+(max(m, &d ))2&;q g(t).
(4.6)
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From (4.4), (4.6), and the assumption that dp+2;q>d+2+max(m, &d ),
we can apply the dominated convergence theorem again, obtaining
(4.2). K
Proof of Proposition 1. Let , be a compactly supported function satisfy-
ing (1.3). , will be fixed now for the duration of the proof. Let u= denote
the solution to (1.1) with initial condition =,, with = # (0, 1]. In the sequel,
C will denote a positive constant (independent of =) which may change
from line to line. We begin by showing that
sup
x # Rd
a(x) u p= (x, t)=
pC(1+t)m+2& pd2, m+=max(m, 0). (4.7)
If m0, then (4.6) follows from the inequality
u=(x, t)= |
Rd
p(t, x, y) ,( y) dy= min \ &,&1(4?t)d2 , &,&+ . (4.8)
If m>0, then since we have assumed that , has compact support, u=
satisfies (4.3). Thus, a(x) u p(x, t)= pC(1+|x| )m (1+t)&dp2 exp(& p |x|2
8(t61)), and maximizing the right-hand side as a function of |x| gives (4.6).
Using (4.6) along with the fact that R d |{xp(t, x, y)| dy=Ct&12, it
follows from the equality
{u=(x, t+s)=|
Rd
{xp(s, x, y) u=( y, t) dy
&|
s
0
|
Rd
{xp(s&r, x, y) a( y) u=p( y, t+r) |{u= |q ( y, t+r) dy dr,
that
&{u=( } , t+s)&C &u=( } , t)& s&12+C= p(t+1)m
+2&dp2
_|
s
0
(s&r)&12 &{u=( } , t+r)&q dr, if m*&dp0,
(4.9)
and
&{u=( } , t+s)&C &u=( } , t)& s&12+C= p(t+s) (m
+)2&dp2
_|
s
0
(s&r)&12 &{u=( } , t+r)&q dr, if m*&dp>0.
(4.10)
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Suppose for the time being that
&{u=(t)&C=(t+1)&:, (4.11)
for some :0. Then from (4.7)(4.11), we have
&{u=( } , t+s)&C=(t+1)&d2 s&12
+C= p+q(t+1)m+2&dp2&q: s12, if m+&dp0,
(4.12)
and
&{u=( } , t+s)&C=(t+1)&d2 s&12
+C=p+q(t+s)m+2&dp2 (t+1)&q: s12, if m+&dp>0.
(4.13)
Consider the case m+<dp&1 appearing in part (i) of the proposition.
Then (4.12) is in effect and setting s=t there gives
&{u=( } , 2t)&C= max((t+1)&(12)(d+1), (t+1)&(12)(2q:+dp&m
+&1)).
(4.14)
By (1.5), it follows that (4.11) holds with :=0. Thus, since dp&
m+&1>0, (4.14) improves upon (4.11) with :=0. If dp&m+&1d+1,
then we have obtained (1.9) with ;=(d+1)2 as desired. Otherwise, we
can iterate the above calculation starting from (4.11) with :=0 replaced by
dp&m+&1. Letting h(:)=2q:+dp&m+&1, and noting that for some n0
the n0th iteration h(n0) of h satisfies h(n0)(0)(d+1)2, we conclude that
&{u=( } , n0 t)&C=(t+1)&(d+1)2, which gives (1.9) with ;=(d+1)2.
We now turn to the proof of part (ii) of the proposition, saving for last
the case a#const appearing in part (i), which will be proved by amending
slightly the proof we are about to give. The wording of the argument we
now give is slightly different depending on whether m+&dp0 or
m+&dp>0, but the outcome is the same. Assume first that m+&dp>0,
so that (4.13) is in effect. Either the second term on the right hand side of
(4.13) is less than or equal to the first term when s=t+1, or there exists
an s0<t+1 at which the two terms on the right-hand side of (4.13) are
equal. In the first case, we obtain
&{u=( } , 2t+1)&C=(t+1)&(d+1)2. (4.15)
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In the latter case, there exists an s0<t+1 at which the two terms on the
righthand side of (4.13) are equal, and we have
s0==1& p&q (t+1)q:&d2 (t+s0)dp2&m
+2
=1& p&q (t+1)q:&d2 (2t+1)dp2&m+2.
Substituting this lower bound for s0 in the first term on the right hand side
of (4.13), and using the fact that the two terms on the right hand side are
equal for s=s0 , we obtain
&{u=( } , t+s0)&C=( p+q+1)2(t+1)&(d4)&(q:2)(2t+1)m
+4&dp4. (4.16)
From (1.7), &u=( } , t)&1= &,&1 , for all t>0. Using this along with (1.5),
(1.4), and the uniqueness of solutions, we obtain
&{u=( } , 3t+2)&max(&{u=( } , t+s0)& , C=(2t+2&s0)&d2). (4.17)
From (4.16) and (4.17) we conclude that
&{u=( } , 3t+2)&C max(=( p+q+1)2(t+1)&14(2q:+d+dp&m
+), =(t+1)&d2).
(4.18)
A similar analysis can be done in the alternative case that m+&dp0, and
it leads again to the two alternatives (4.15) and (4.18).
In summary then, what these calculations have shown is that if (4.11)
holds then either (4.15) or (4.18) holds. Since (4.11) holds with :=0, to
prove part (ii) of the proposition it is enough to show that there exists a
$>0 such that if (4.11) holds for some : # [0, d2), then (4.11) also holds
with : replaced by min(:+$, d2). Thus, in light of (4.15) and (4.18), to com-
plete the proof we will show that if p, q, m, d are as in the statement of
Part(ii), then
$# inf
: # [0, d2]
( 14 (2q:+d+dp&m
+)&:)>0.
Let h(:)=(2q:+d+dp&m+)&4:, : # [0, d2]. Consider first the case
that q # [1, 2], and recall that in this case the assumption of the proposi-
tion is that dp+dq>d+2+m+. For q as above, h attains its minimum at
:=d2, and we have h(d2)=d(q&2)+d+dp&m+=dp+dq&(d+2+
m+)>0. Now consider the case that q>2, and recall that the assumption
of the proposition in this case is that m<d( p+1). For q in this range, h
attains its minimum at :=0 and h(0)=d+dp&m+>0. This completes
the proof of part (ii).
It remains to consider the case that a#const from part (i). In this case,
the assumption of the proposition is that dp+(d+1) q>d+2. Under the
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assumption that a#const, (1.5) reduces to &{u( } , t)&&{,& , and thus
we may replace the right hand side of (4.17) by &{u=( } , t+s0)& . There-
fore, in (4.18), the term (t+1)&d2 may be replaced by (t+1)&(d+1)2. To
complete the proof by the same argument as above, we must show that
inf: # [0, (d+1) 2] h(:)>0. If q # [1, 2], then h attains its minimum at :=
(d+1)2, and h((d+1)2)=2(q&2)((d+1)2)+d+dp=dp+(d+1) q&
(d+2)>0. If q>2, then h attains its minimum at 0, and h(0)=d+dp>0. K
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